Beaches for children

The island of Fuerteventura receives the youngest
members of the family with open arms. From beautiful safe beaches that have been lovingly made by
nature which children can experience freely, to an
offer of entertainment and fun to be able to enjoy a
new adventure every day.

With more than 150 beaches, there is always a special
beach for you in Fuerteventura. For the youngest, kilometres of white sand where to develop their imagination,
with calm shallow seas, they are the perfect choice. There
are beaches that have all the services and facilities so that
a day on the beach with the family can be a relaxing
experience.

The temperature, with an average of 20 degrees in
winter and 23 in summer, offers suitable conditions
to visit the island with your family any time of the
year. A zoo, an water park, sports schools that give
courses for all ages, and a modern range of accommodation specially designed for children, make your
stay in Fuerteventura with your family an unforgettable experience.

Eight blue flag beaches Playa Blanca, Gran Tarajal, Las
Playitas, Grandes Playas de Corralejo, Costa Calma,
Esquinzo-Butihondo, Solana Matorral, La Concha-El
Cotillo; and many others with the very facilities of a wellequipped beach, such as Caleta de Fuste or La Guirra,
make spending a magnificent day of sun and beach even
better with the youngest in the family.

Snorkelling on the island of Lobos

Sand Dunes
Costa Calma

Cetacean skeleton

Sand castle
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A plan for every day
As well as enjoying a day on a paradise beach,
Fuerteventura also has a wide range of activities
designed for the youngest members of the family.
There is a different plan for every day.
A zoo, in the south of the island, with more than 150 animal
species from all over the world: giraffes, elephants, hippopotamus, camels, reptiles, birds of prey… With one of the
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most important botanical gardens
in Europe, with vegetation from the African Savannah
and Australia, restaurants and shows… more entertainment
than you can imagine.
The most fun-filled water park, in the north of Fuerteventura,
with slides of all shapes and colours, unimaginable water
attractions, within a theme park that also offers animals,
restaurant and minigolf.

A swim with the sea lions, because swimming in sea water
with sea lions is an experience that children will remember
all their lives.
Visit the most natural aquarium in the Atlantic, with
250,000 litres of salt water and more than 120 species of
fauna that live in the sea beds of Fuerteventura.

A boat trip, visiting the island of Lobos, or simply taking a trip
on the Atlantic Ocean. Choose what you prefer: sailing
boats, catamarans, yachts…

Take a ride on a camel, at various places on the island, so
that you can feel like an authentic man of the desert.

On board a submarine, submerge yourself
into the seabeds and observe the
wealth of fish, plants… from the
safety of a submarine.

Learn your favourite sport, because in Fuerteventura, the
sports schools are designed to offer the experience of practising surfing, windsurfing and all water sports even for the
youngest.
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Accommodation that pampers
your family
The range of accommodation in Fuerteventura is new and modern, and is prepared to
meets with children's total activity requirements and fun.
Pools, shows, workshops, … and endless
activities so that the adults can relax and
rest while the youngsters have great fun.

A excursion on land, on foot through the network of trails,
or on a horse, quad, or a motorbike, to get to know places
on the island in a fun way.
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